THE ALPHABET OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING
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Nowadays as early as four years of age many children were entrusted by parents to the teachers to learn ABC’s. And as a second parent we want to please them of best learning outcomes. Day in and day out, what do each parents expect of effective teaching? Of course, effective principles. As I thought about what effective teaching-learning really do to learners, I started to touch the website and search. I did not fail, PRINCIPLES/GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING appears on my computer screen. I started reading it, and think how this ABC’s would help me out on my teaching strategies in the future.

To know about the different acronyms coming from these principles, let me share them with you.

A- active enrolment of pupils
B- busy classroom
C- cooperative learning
D- demonstrate model learning fast
E- encourage every child to participate
F- feedback provided
G- goals for learners
H- humor to break the boredom
I- individual needs
J- journal of learning
K- know the learner
L- lone the children
M- maintain harmony in the class
N- never get angry
O- observe situation day in and out
P- praise pupils
Q- question on higher thinking
R- responsive to the learner’s needs
S- serve with humility
T-touch every child’s heart
U-unite with affection
V-vigor yourself in teaching
W-watch the eyes of understanding
X-xylophone the noise by the golden voice
Y-yield each lesson with learning; And most importantly
Z-zeal the day with God’s guidance.

Reference: http://www.educationworld.com (ABC for Teachers)